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The Cave

Billy Bates
There is something so primal and satisfying about exploring caves, to grip the cold hard edges of darkness and navigate the
invisible space. Every step and breath echoes between the wet rocks,
yet I know not another soul can hear me. I squeeze myself between
and pull with no light to guide me but that which burns in my soul.
Then, I fall.
I had failed to notice the crevice below me and so fell for
what seemed an eternity. I do not recall the impact, but only my
throat is parched. I awaken in a chamber tall enough for me to stand
up, and wide enough for me to spend some time exploring. The soft
sound of a stream at the far side babbles constantly. I kneel at the
shallow water’s edge and drink of it deeply. After this, I feel much
refreshed and follow the stream to the source, a minor crack in the
rock where cool water trickles out in bursts like a steady heartbeat,
keeping me alive. At its end, the Lifewater River seeps back into the
earth below to join the Styx.
The walls of my new life seem perfectly sized, as though crewall, strange glowing worms peek their heads out like so many mocking tongues, and I bite them as if they were my own. Their glowing
I learn to use this blue ink for drawing stories on the walls.
A great dark Artist crafts home for the world’s sole inhabitant. The
Artist provides drink and food for Its creation and is happy with the
world.
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G Natural

Collin J. Mastrian
Photography
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To Marry Death

Charlie Engelke
Evening. The Witching Hour. Some animal, a wolf I’d wager,
serenades the piercing Eye of Night, wide-open, as if silently judging
all sublunary creatures. Skeletal trees, long since shed of Autumn’s
bounty, wag disparagingly as they strike the tiled siding: tsk tsk, tsk
tsk.
Overcast. Light drizzle batters frost-tipped window panes. I
pace maddeningly, my own footsteps like thunder to my ringing ears.
I’m careful to avoid the spreading puddles of wax dripping from the
on the white plaster walls.
I begin to worry again and am forced to remind myself that
the book says nothing of a time limit. In my tortured mind, minutes
are cloaked as hours, hours as days, yet despite the exaggerated nature
of time borne of impatience, Man’s greatest mental folly, I retain my
faith in the text. Until daybreak, I vow to remain hopeful.
I channel my shaken countenance into studying Her. Her eyes
stare past mine, the same brilliant brown eyes that stole my heart as
quickly as She was stolen from me by the cruel effects of nature. Her
paper white skin is yet unblemished by the grave’s ink, and Her smile
that isn’t a smile bores into my soul. Draped in the gown She was
wed in, She lies peacefully within the circle of candles like a canonized saint.
It brings burning tears to my eyes every time I see Her lifeless
body. No. Unanimated, perhaps. But lifeless? Life still teems throughout Her very veins, just beyond the realm of perception, ready to be
snatched back from Death’s grip at any moment.
elderly, yet unnaturally spry traveling merchant during that mystifying interlude between Her funeral and my self-isolation. The old man
caught my eye as I wandered Market Street and wheeled his cart over
with gusto. It was as if he could smell the grief pouring forth from
every inch of me and thus knew I would make for a prime customer.
“Remember, my friend,” he murmured in his truncated accent
as I paid him, “There are dangerous incantations within these pages.
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Understand carefully the words you read, and prepare to see results
that wildly vary from that understanding.” He winked at me and
mouthing the foreign words. I didn’t know the language, and despite being written in recognizable letters, the sentences had tasted
otherworldly as I spoke them mindlessly. I think that I, perhaps, had
incidentally prayed to an unfamiliar god, but I am willing to commit
even the most vulgar blasphemy if it bring Her back to me.
In the hypnotic hold the book imbues, I hardly notice the
crash downstairs. I freeze. Cold sweat pours down my back as I wait
but what will be requested of me in return?
I hear yelling from the parlor. Angry, snarling. I begin to
tremble. My image of Death is one of cold, collected quietude. Could
Death change demeanor when rudely torn from his cosmic duties?
Or had I not summoned Death, but something more horrifying?
heavy boots, not a wisping cloak, and a groan of pure fury. I sink to
my knees in submission, ready to beg forgiveness of Death, or the
demon, or whatever hellish creature now seeks my blood. The attic
forth. He brandishes a pistol, not a scythe.
“Up! Stand up!” the maniac shouts. I comply, unwilling to die
at the hands of a displeased intruder when I’m so very close to my
prize.
“Begone, criminal!” I reply, rejuvenated by Her face’s sudden
appearance in the forefront of my mind. “You know not what ritual
you disturb!”
“I’ve half a mind to place a bullet directly between your eyes,”
he responds. “I followed your footprints all the way from the cemetery, you grave robbing cretin!”
I start. “That word,” I explain, “implies that I took something
which belonged to the grave. On the contrary, sir, my beloved’s place
is here with me.”
The man raises his pistol to my chest. His eyes widen and he
begins to spout a madman’s rant: “You! Then you are the beast who
12

man was stalking her, watching her every move. She was so afraid, yet
I didn’t believe her. I laughed. I laughed! Oh, why did I laugh?”
The poor wretch must have escaped a nearby asylum. To
claim my eternal bride as his own! In his fury, and then his grief, he
agony that escapes him as he catches sight of her is much too genuine to be that of a liar; he seems to be snared by his own illusions.
He charges towards her and kneels, blithering insanely. The
scene is far too profane for me to allow its continuation. I grasp his
hastily dropped pistol, set its cold steel against the back of the madman’s head, and pull the trigger as one would do for a sickly dog. He
It is a grisly scene, and my sensitive nature reacts violently to
such gore as I remove the fresh corpse from the attic. I once again
set to pacing, worried that the interruption will halt all progress. I
realize, however, that there are endless nights to try again. A failure is
but a failure for a day’s length. I will make a second attempt, a third,
a thousandth, until She and I are reunited, and if my life should end
before that blessed moment then I will simply join Her instead.
I am elated. The book will become my sole focus from here
on out. Perhaps I will even unlock its secrets in my countless perusals. Grasping the heavy tome, I sit down next to my beloved. I rest
my head on Her smooth lap and begin to read unconsciously, as a
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Survive

Annalyce D’Agostino
Photography
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Skin Stealer

Tiffany Case

I think there’s someone wearing my skin;
she skillfully plays the celestial violin
on everyone else’s heart
and can bridge that oblique path between
goals and reality
even the ones that lie constellations apart.
If I was a dare, she’d be a deal-breaker;
when I wear nothing, she wears it better
and always keeps my lover guessing
so he’s never bored, or tired, or exhausted by
the way she saunters into a room
or the serendipitous motion of her undressing.
She has no fear of losing him;
he never cared that it was my skin she’s in
because who would want a boring swan song?
a girl afraid of losing, of hoping, of taking
what is rightfully her’s, the last train home
of staying in the spotlight just a few minutes too long?
My skin stealer looks back and sneers at me;
as I trail behind, picking up the evidence that nobody sees
my skin stealer knows that she’s so fucking good
her eyes are a gorgon’s
but I can’t look away
she wears her tragedies better than I ever could.
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STOP!

Sullisey G. Gutierrez
Photography
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Dark Nights in Sunrise

Shakeema Edwards

had ironed. The analog clock on the coffee table told him that it was
of The Dark Knight Rises. But Erick still wasn’t home.
He spent two minutes picking at the seam of the sofa cushion
before he took his Galaxy S II out of his shirt pocket and called his
brother a fourth time.
“Erick, where are you? If you got into an accident coming
from that stupid funeral, I’m going to kill you.”
Addison put the phone next to the clock, on top of two
white tickets that he had bought two weeks earlier, and stretched out
his legs. The sofa was stiff and uncomfortable. He had wanted to
get bunk beds for their one-bedroom apartment, but Erick had said
that, at 25 and 24, they were too old. So he had bought the “sensible”
convertible bed from IKEA instead.
He picked up the July-19-issue of The New York Times and
browsed an article with the headline “Taliban Kill 11 in Stepped-Up
Attacks on Afghan Soldiers” before plopping the paper on the table
again.
Addison, a news reporter for the Aurora Sentinel, studied at least
three papers each day: The Denver Post, The Washington Post,
and, of course, The New York Times. But even he was sometimes
overwhelmed by the mass shootings and bloody combat that often
decorated the front pages.
ing to send Erick a text message, when the front door opened.
Erick strode into the apartment, left the front door slightly open,
tossed his keys onto the table, and ripped off the jacket of his Ken“Are you trying to make us late?” Addison asked coolly as if
he hadn’t been on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
“We still have two hours and it won’t take us twenty minutes
to drive to the theatre.”
“Lies. We now have… one hour and forty-nine minutes.”
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“Oh, however will we make it?” Erick asked as he undid his
tie. Erick had his hair in a low fade like his brother did. And like
his brother, he had his father’s broad nose and lean stature and his
mother’s oval face.
“I told you not to wear that suit,” Addison said. “Who wears
a three-piece suit in July?”
“Teresa wanted me to look nice,” Erick said as he unbuttoned
his blue-gray vest.
Addison got up to close the door. “No, Teresa wanted you to
die from heatstroke so she could cash in your life insurance.”
“Darn,” said Teresa, who appeared in the space between
the door and the frame just as Addison put his hand on the knob,
“you’ve uncovered my nefarious plan.”
Addison squinted at Teresa, who, behind square Ray Ban
glasses, squinted back. He looked over his shoulder at Erick, who immediately looked at a spot on the polka dot carpet under the table.
“I know you said to wait in the car,” Teresa began, drawing Addison’s attention back to her, “but Angelina’s feeling sick and
needs to use your bathroom.” She pushed the door open and revealed the weeping woman behind her.
“I’ll… I’ll be quick,” Angelina chocked out between a groan
and a whimper.
“The bathroom’s just past the bedroom,” Erick said, escorting Angelina out of the room.
Teresa closed the door and took Addison’s seat on the sofa.
He watched her cross one leg over the other and wondered if he was
hallucinating.
newspaper, “just remember that the walls in this apartment are thinner than your patience.”
He squinted at her again. Her hair was parted down the
middle so that her wavy black hair, which was streaked with gold and
cut above her shoulders, framed her faced. He thought she looked
cute; but, if he had a choice between complimenting his brother’s
girlfriend and cutting out his tongue, he’d seriously consider both options before making a decision.
Addison left the living room and opened his bedroom door. Erick
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was pulling a cotton T-shirt over his head.
“Don’t get mad,” Erick began, but the way his brother closed
the door and hulked towards him suggested that it was too late for
that plea. “We didn’t want to leave Angelina alone after the wake.”
“Her dog died!” Addison said, still moving towards Erick.
“She had that dog for thirteen years, Addison.”
“Okay, I’m really sorry that Toto...”
“Milo.”
“That the dog is dead, but why are they here?”
“Erick, Angelina needs medication to cheer her up. The
woman’s cracked.”
“Well, that’s a nice thing to say.”
“So because some mutt decides that yesterday, of the 366 days in this
year, was the best day to die, I have to suffer?”
“You’re not going to suffer,” Erick said as if he were swearing
an oath in court. “Firstly, I relinquish all aisle-seat dibs to you. Secondly, I’ll sit between you and the girls so that you won’t have to talk
to them. It’ll be like it’s just you and me.”
But it won’t be, Addison wanted to add. But if Erick could no
longer tell the difference between a bros’ night and a group hang, it
was too late for explanations.
Addison pressed his lips together and smiled at his brother, “You’re
“I bought them on the way to the wake.”
“You’re dead to me.”
Erick smiled, “I love you too. Now get out and let me
change.”
“One hour and thirty-eight minutes left,” Addison said as he
exited.
Teresa looked up from the paper as he entered the room,
“Did you read this article about the Taliban attack?”
“No,” he replied as he sat on the opposite end of the sofa.
There wasn’t a great distance between them, so he could smell the
vanilla-scented perfume she had applied lightly to her clavicle. She
placed the newspaper in the empty seat between them, as if they
needed a tangible barrier.
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“So what’s new, Addy?” she asked, resting her elbow on her
knee and supporting her head with her palm.
“Nothing, Teresa,” he replied, rolling the r the way her grandfather did when he was annoyed with her.
Teresa’s smile fell off her face and she cleared her throat.
“Look, I know that you’re not fond of Angelina…”
“Really? I’ve tried so hard to hide that fact.”
“And I know you’re not too fond of me either.” She paused
so that he could interrupt. He didn’t. “Anyway, I was hoping that you
could try to be nice to Angelina tonight.”
“Why? Because Cujo…”
“Milo.”
“Died? At what point did you and Erick forget that it was a
dog? Angelina’s being crazy and you’re enabling her.”
Angelina. He had squinted at them from the front seat of his 2000
Toyota Sedan as they laughed with Erick outside the middle school,
where they all taught English. Even then, he could tell, by the way the
young women swaggered across the parking lot, shaming the fortysomething-year-olds with their idealist eyes and uncynical smooth
skin, that one of them would cause his relationship with Erick to
change.
“I’ll make a deal,” Teresa was saying to an inattentive Addison. “If you’re nice to her for this one night, then you can be mean
to us for as long as you live. Deal?”
Teresa stuck out her hand, which Addison was skeptical to
hold. He didn’t have a retort, which irritated him, since he always
liked to have a ready insult or a bit of wit for his brother’s girlfriend.
“Don’t worry,” she added, “the snake venom in my nail polish
is completely dry.”
“Deal,” Addison said, clasping her hand with his.
He released her hand when Erick entered the room and asked,
“Ready?”
the bathroom and into the Erick’s 2006 Corolla. When they arrived
at the Century 16 nineteen minutes later, she was still, head resting
in the curve between Teresa’s neck and shoulder, whimpering into a
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tissue.
Addison leapt out of the car the moment Erick turned off
the engine, but he had to wait another eight minutes for Angelina to
make her teary, makeup-stained face presentable.
After waiting in line at the concession stand for another seven
minutes, only for Angelina to decide that she didn’t want anything,
the quartet entered Theatre 9.
The lights in the theatre were still on, and Addison, trying
to ignore the existence of the two women on Erick’s left, looked
Addison tapped Erick on the leg to ask, “And you think I’m a fanatic?” But Erick and Teresa were busy whispering absurdities like “Milo
would want you to be happy.”
Addison pinched the bridge of his nose and wished that the two
women would evaporate. If they couldn’t evaporate, he wanted them
to be seen and not heard. So he was glad to hear Angelina’s whimpering diminish into an irregular snivel. And by the time the trailers
started, he couldn’t hear her at all.
As a blue Warner Bros. logo spun onto the screen, a man
sitting directly in front of Teresa took out his iPhone 4S to lower its
volume. He pressed the home button and a picture of him holding a
on the screen. As brief as it was, Angelina had seen the picture, in“Give her a break, Addison.”
Addison leaned over Erick and asked, “Will you get her out of here?”
“I get that stupid Snoopy bit the bullet, but it’s not like she
can’t buy another Lassie or Benji from any pet store in the state.”
At this outburst, Angelina jolted out of her seat, squeezed
past Teresa, Erick, and Addison, and ran out of the theatre.
Teresa leaned over Erick and said to Addison, “The next
squeezed past the brothers to follow her friend.
“Finally,” Addison exhaled, “it’s just the two of us.” He
looked over at Erick, who was scrunching his forehead. “What? I told
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you that bringing her was a bad idea.”
“Why do you always have to make everything about you?”
Erick whispered.
“I don’t make everything about me, only the things that
should be about me, like tonight. All I wanted was to hang out with
you, but stupid Fido had to go and die.”
“It’s Milo!”
Shouts of “Keep it down” echoed through their section.
“You’re an idiot, and I’m leaving,” Erick continued. “Enjoy
your precious premiere.”
“Sure, I’m an idiot because I refuse to venerate this dog with
the rest of you.”
“No,” Erick said as he stood up, “You just venerate men in
bat suits.”
Addison didn’t look back to see his brother walk out. He did,
hind of Erick. He was dressed in a purple suit, a clear homage to the
Joker, and his brown eyes, bulging out of his head as if they belonged
to a toad, looked frightened and excited.
Addison slumped in his seat and pressed his high tops into
chairs beside him and asked, “Is anyone sitting there?”
“No.”
dison smiled smugly; he thought Erick had returned. But when he
Addison’s eyes met the Joker’s and he turned around to face
the screen. He hadn’t seen the tear-gas grenade in the man’s right
hand or the 12-gauge shotgun in his left, but he had seen something
in the Joker’s eyes that persuaded him to look away.
But being Addison, he had to take another look. So he did,
and when he saw the raised shotgun and heard the hiss of the grename of Teresa’s perfume? And how did that damn dog die?
22

Untitled

Marissa J. Ranalli
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How I Feel Every November

Montclair: It’s all here
The world is your oyster, guy!
I don’t like seafood
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Glenn Dungan

King

Sarah Carney
Watercolor
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Leaves of Bliss

Editor’s Choice
Tiffany Case

Leaves of Bliss does not exist at a permanent locationOne day the store will be in an apple orchard in the Garden State, the
next, a citrus farm in Florida. If you’re willing to make the trip, the
store owner promises one hundred percent satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back.
Today, Saudade pulled up to an apple orchard in south Jersey-a family-owned orchard, pumpkin patch, and corn maze spanning
nearly one hundred acres over rolling hills of fertile, tilled soil. She
made her way to the clear, steeple-topped greenhouse on the farm
edge and entered the premises.
“Good afternoon!” said a woman, approaching with a running hose. It snaked all around the many rows of plants; some were
trees that reached towards the top; other pots only housed tiny
felt it soak through her canvas sneakers.
The herbalist was gorgeous, perhaps in her sixties--her crow’s
feet were endearing, her eyes bright violet, and long, silken white hair
done up in an elaborate bun; she wore a soil-stained apron and rain
laxative commercial. A silver pentacle hung around her neck.
“Hi,” greeted Saudade. She took off her coat; it was very
humid in here. “I’m Saudade. I’m here for an appointment?”
“Why do you say it as if it’s a question?” she laughed; her
voice was deep, as if rooted in the earth itself. The woman took off
her glove and shook Saudade’s hand. “My name is Waterlily--that’s
one word, dear. Now tell me what you’d like from my greenhouse.”
Waterlily put a gentle hand on her shoulder as they walked.
“I’d like something that’ll kill my stepfather. I want something poisonous.”
Waterlily nodded. “I have plenty of poisonous things. Would
you mind telling me why you would like your stepfather dead?”
Saudade shrugged. “He abuses my mother. He molested me
for a long time. I think he’s just better off dead.”
“Do you think anybody would miss him, Saudade?”
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She paused. “Maybe my brother. My stepdad was always
nice to him, but that’s because he’s a boy. He would go to his soccer
games and never come to my choir rehearsals. Even though I didn’t
want him there. I don’t know, I just want him dead.”
Waterlily steered Saudade to a couple of pots. “Well, it sounds
like you want him to suffer. Take a look at this little guy--a hybridization of poison nightshade and a currant strain I developed.” She put
her glove back on and cradled the little green berries. “These ones
aren’t yet ripe, but once they are, they will corrode the esophagus and
stomach lining instantly.”
“Hm.” Saudade put her hands in her pocket. “Good, but
maybe something longer than ten minutes, you know what I mean?”
Waterlily nodded. “Follow me.”
She took her around to another table, housing large stone
pots with thick, deep red stems. “These are Baltic Mandragoras,
otherwise known as True Mandrakes. The tubers take conscious form
within a couple weeks of growth, but unlike other mandrakes, they’re
loyal to their gardeners. Look.”
ing, squealing, potato-like mass by its stem. It had several arms, all
wavering and groping for her. It looked like a tumor of some sort,
and it clutched onto her coat. She smiled and tickled its arms. “In
a week, he’ll be full-grown, and I can cut him up to make a potato
salad. His meat is not poisonous to the gardener, but for everyone
else, it will induce severe seizures and eventually brain death. What do
you think?”
“Wow,” Saudade smiled, impressed. “That’s smart. How long
does it take to kill?”
“About half an hour to an hour, depending on the victim,”
said Waterlily. “There is no antidote, and no known process to save a
victim.”
“I would say yes,” Saudade said slowly, “but...I want it to take
longer. Much longer.”
Waterlily frowned, thinking. “Well, I think I know something
closer to what you desire. Come along.”
Saudade was led to a row of pots with twisting, snaking,
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they approached. They seemed to be whispering to each other.
“These are very smart plants. They’re called Whisperwort,”
Waterlily told Saudade. She put a hand near the stems, and they
wrapped around her gently. “If you eat a couple fertile buds, the
tissue. But that’s not all.” She smiled at Saudade, showing a set of
perfect teeth. “They become parasitic after about two months, and
will feed off of the victim’s blood for nourishment; they don’t use
fungi. Buds grow inside the brain and begin to whisper very harrowing, disturbing thoughts to the victim. Usually, they’ll seek psychiatric
help for schizophrenia, but medication does nothing. Eventually,
after about six months, the plant will aggressively penetrate all of the
organs and cause internal bleeding.”
Saudade let the stems wrap themselves around her hand and
nuzzle her wrist gently. “Wow. I really like these.”
“I’m so glad!” Waterlily laughed. “I was beginning to think
that perhaps I’m not the gardener I believe I am.”
“But,” Saudade began, “I think I like this idea of suffering
longer.”
“Well, we do have some other parasitic plants that can last
even longer in the body.”
“No, no,” Saudade said, shaking her head. “I don’t want him
to die. I want his mind to die, though. You know what I mean?”
Waterlily’s smile began to slip. “You’d like him to be immortal?”
“No. I don’t want him to die because of poison. But I want
him to suffer for the rest of his life.”
turbed. “Follow me.”
Saudade followed Waterlily to another table. The plants themselves were innocuous, just ordinary fourleaved stems poking out of
terra cotta pots.
“These,” started Waterlily, “don’t have a name. I haven’t decided on a name yet. These are perhaps, the most potent thing I have
ligrams of LSD--well over the amount of a single dose. See this little
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purple thing?” Waterlily pointed to a small, lilac bud in the center
of the leaves. “This possesses the most hallucinogenic natural compound in any known plant. The acute effects--intense paranoia, askew
perception of time, and dehydration last for about one week. Victims
often need emergency hospitalization after twenty-four hours. I advise that you do not go near your stepfather when he approaches this
threshold, as victims become very violent, deluded, and desperate.”
“Is that it?”
“No,” said Waterlily gravely. “Basically, a single dose of this
drug has a high that never goes away. Victims are unable to metabolize the chemicals. Permanent side effects are usually schizophrenia,
depression, and hallucinations that can last for weeks at a time. Dementia is common as well. Your stepfather will never be able to live
at home again, and need intense therapy for the rest of his life.”
Saudade stared at the little purple bud. “Just one bud, you
said?”
“For a fully grown man. It’s very hard to be exact about
though. Except when they begin to regret their decision. Saudade, I
don’t advise that you buy this for your stepfather. I wouldn’t wish this
on my own worst enemy.”
Saudade only stared at the bud. “One bud.”
Waterlily put her hand on Saudade’s shoulder. “What are you
thinking, my dear?”
“I’ll take a bud,” Saudade said. “How much does this cost?”
Waterlily pursed her lips. “How much do you have?”
sand.”
Waterlily nodded. “As long as you can make the twoyear payments we discussed, I’ll give it to you.”
***
Summer was approaching quickly. The farm in Silent Falls,
Georgia was barren and hot, with low-lying plants baking in the sun.
Sam trekked through the rows towards the greenhouse at the back of
the farm, sweating in the heat.
He entered and spotted an older woman watering some rows
of plants.
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“Can I help you?” she asked, looking up. Her face was warm
and kind, beautiful in her old age. She was probably in her mid-sixties.
“Hi,” he said. “I called for an appointment. I’m a little early.”
“Oh,” she said, as realization dawned over her. “You must be
Sam. Come along and talk to me, Sam. I’m Waterlily, by the way. How
Sam did not answer. She put a gentle hand on Sam’s back as
they walked through the rows. “I think my sister poisoned my father.”
“And?”
“I want to kill her.”
Waterlily nodded. “How do you think she poisoned him,
Sam?”
Sam stared at her harshly. He was tall and roughly built, with
long, blackish hair that hung in drapes. “I think she came here two
years ago and got something from you.” He took a business card out
of his pocket and showed her. “I found this in her purse just a week
ago.”
Waterlily’s kind smile vanished. “Your stepfather. Where is he
now?”
“Stepfather?” Sam’s brow wrinkled. “I don’t have a stepfather.
Saudade and I only have a biological father.”
Waterlily’s jaw clenched. “So where is your father now, Sam?”
“In a mental health center. Sometimes he tries to rip clothsuddenly very distressed and gripped Waterlily’s shoulders. “Saudade
was diagnosed with psychopathy. She’s a compulsive liar. Whatever
she told you about our father isn’t true!” His eyes became glassy. “My
father was the best man I ever knew. He never laid a hand on either
me or my sister. Or my mother, for that matter. Saudade...she hates
our father for a reason nobody ever understood. She’s incapable of
regret, or empathy. She’s evil. My entire life, she’s terrorized my family, threatening us, hurting us, lying...”
Waterlily tried to shake his hands off, but Sam only dug his
potent thing in my greenhouse, Sam. I warned her against it, but she
agreed to pay the price. Whatever a customer wants, I give them, and
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that’s all my concern.”
Sam turned away, starting to shake. Almost languidly, he retrieved a gun tucked under his belt and pointed it at Waterlily’s head.
“Give me something more potent, if it does exist. If it doesn’t, give
me what you gave her.”
Waterlily looked him with a very concerned gaze. She stood
in silence for a bit, and then sighed. “I’ve been working on something, young man. Stronger than what I gave her.”
He jerked the gun. “Show me.”
Waterlily led him to the back of the greenhouse. “I think
you’ll very much enjoy this little plant....”
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Paulinskill

Kathleen Gaffney
Watercolor
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We Watched the Circus Come to Town

Jackie Salemme

We watched the circus come to town,
The balls of our eyes like colored globes and rings
Gasping for the sight of stripes,
with our eyelashes like an elephant’s, long wiry hairs.
And childhood gone crisp with the camel hay,
And the soft air of peanut oil and animal odor
Shoveled into our nasal cavities.
We inhaled hard, and hoped to choke
on the things that made us wilder. Younger.
On the things that made us real and poor and together.
The circus though, our smiles went chewy
With the remembrance of solid time spent with one another.
As a daughter, I craved ruggedness,
And hung in your callused hands.
We wanted grease from old dinners,
And old rides at the seaside.
In the silent black of the circus, and quiet black of the boardwalk
We still saw stars and drank our pink juice.
I wanted your great grit as a man
As the cowboy, the truck driver, the carpenter, my father.
As the little coffee stain pictures in your truck seats
And good folk rock on the wheels of our rides
Over smoked mountains, inside sweet ski lodges of winter,
Under the driver’s side seat where beef jerky rots in a cigar.And nature with you, like pine trees and grizzly bears.
Cruising forever on night roads, downtown,
Now here, waiting for the circus.
You smoke your cigar, and I my pipe
And we can see the stars on the inside of the tent,
and in the quiet of our thoughts.
How you have shown me such colorful gravel
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The Summer I Realized the Bird of
Paradise is not a Bird
Jackie Salemme
Unknown
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The Summer I Realized the Bird of Paradise
is not a Bird

Jackie Salemme

When you were young and I watched you fall off your bike
near the market, I noticed your raspberry hair, and my mouth started
to water.
Looking up at me with your scraped knee you said, “Nothing
is even,” and cocked your head sideways. Since when was the world
even, you beautiful thing? I thought. Since when did the color of
blood match a woman’s natural hair?
“I beg your pardon, Miss,” I said “I believe I am the crooked
one, not the world.” The barrel of lemons had fallen over from the
collision and you kept swearing, as you collected them into your
scarf, that the reason you had fallen was because the entire world
was crooked. I walked nearer to you and leaned in as I helped pick
up a lemon or two from the street. My God, how you reeked of the
Your scarf was full of the lemons and you looked very hard
at the fallen barrel before saying, “If you are the crooked one, then
I want to be the crook--take these with me.” And before I could
respond to the violet pulse in your irises, you took off click clacking away in your Mary Janes toward the shore, your scarf of lemons
thrown over your shoulder.
The balding owner of the lemon stand suddenly emerged
from the market tent with his apron still on and his mustache sharply
poppy seeds. I knew you were my responsibility then, and that scared
me more than the lemon market man. So I grabbed an armful of
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Ultimate Warrior
Sebastian Gomez
Watercolor and Ink
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The Artist

Kristy Lim

she once crafted her paper
with a pencil—
a stubby one, but big enough
it wasn’t very sharp, but it
shaded corners, smudged edges,
even poured out storms.
and at the end of the day,
when the sky melted into
pink and orange and purple swirls,
she could erase it all and
draw whatever she pleased.
she then pressed her paper
with a pen—
a blue one with sapphire ink
and a sharp click.
it wasn’t the pencil,
but it left puddles
of blue and thick trails.
and at the end of year,
when winter clenched its teeth
and looked her in the eye,
she could turn those blots into
she later bruised her paper
with a marker—
a thick one with midnight ink
and a missing cap.
it wasn’t a pencil, wasn’t a pen,
but it bled until hollow,
staining the rest of the pile.
and at the end of it all,
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when her paper was nothing
but blemishes, she
reached, reached, reached
for a new piece.
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Satyr and Nymphs
Sebastian Gomez
Oil on Canvas
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Lilith

Tiffany Case

stretch on the side of the highway that cut through town and the
second through a detour he had discovered on his own that wound
through thick forestry.
This night, he noticed the sky’s ambiguity--so polluted with
light from the city that a few stars peeked through, and the horizon
lent itself to a rheumy purple. There was Orion’s belt, at least, visible enough to count--one, two, three stars blazing from light-years
away, following him on his way home. His suburban development
was large, and the outermost homes were built right into the evergreen woods. He nodded along to his Walkman blasting Julee Cruise’s
atmospheric breaths, still in his red polo and khaki uniform.
He watched something dart between the trees about twenty
yards away, something white and rather humanoid in form. He
stopped walking, took out his earbuds, and observed it lope along on
to discern in the darkness, but the thing crossed the road like a trotting deer and slowed down in the backyard of a home on the other
side.
Like any intelligent human being, he stumbled behind a tree,
though it didn’t seem to even notice his presence from such a distance. Watching it crawl up the gutter deftly, he got that feeling that
most people will never experience, which is the very raw and very
invading sense of wrongness, that the world is skewered in an abhorrent way, that he could very well be in danger. But like any human
being, he didn’t run the opposite way, back to the highway and the
lighted safety of Taco Bell and Jiffy Lube. He watched it slip into the
top window.
After only thirty seconds, the thing emerged from the lighted
bedroom and crawled back down the gutter and into the backyard,
clutching something about the size of a house cat swathed in blankets. It moved as an ape does on its legs and one arm, the other
occupied with its prize, though its delicacy and gracefulness lent itself
to a deer.
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Before it approached the other side of the road, it slowed
down, right at the forest’s edge. It turned its face towards him; he
ducked quickly behind the tree and tried not to emit a very foolish
scream that was trying to force itself out.
them glow, bulging and deeply disturbing orbs of evil, and they
branded his sockets like hot irons.
He couldn’t see, now, one-hundred and eighty degrees behind him, because he had immediately turned his back against a giant
oak. This is why it’s never a good idea to turn away from an animal.
Because, if he were to look around the tree now--what if it were
standing there, just a couple of feet away? He heard nothing. Nothing
happened for what seemed like two agonizing minutes. He sniveled
and trembled and shook, feeling his shit threaten to escape his rectum.
Eventually, he turned his head a few degrees. Then, another
couple degrees. He eventually mustered the courage to turn his head
all the way around, and saw nothing humanoid, nothing there in the
darkness. And when he looked around and around, his eyes were
captured by something just a few yards away.
He screamed, very loudly, staring at the animal, which stared
back at him: a doe, which bounded away immediately.
It’s all too easy to criticize the hideous commercialization of
crunch wraps and big burgers and dollar shakes, but he promised
himself to never again criticize those blaring lights. When he arrived back on the main road, he almost sobbed at the beauty of it all.
Across the road was a police car stationed in the Verizon store parking lot. He stood there, equivocating, and then made his way across
the highway to the nearest bus stop.
A Few Days Later
County newspaper, front page article: “Baby Gone Missing in
Eaglecrest Falls Area, Investigation Ensues”.
The following days were mostly spent researching urban
legends and cryptids. He took the bus to and from his retail job, but
this didn’t stop him from scraping his thoughts against the many har41

rowing possibilities every second of his workdays. He found nothing
except constant references to the New Jersey Devil in every book
and online article, though its description and the appearance of this
creature did not match. The mystery caused him so much distress
that he increased his dosage of anxiety medication and could no longer look outside his windows at night. He wished he had a girlfriend.
He wished he could call his mother, but she was adamantly dead. He
wished he could talk to his co-workers, but he knew they thought
he was a weird moron, so instead he just stocked the shelves with
autumnal wreaths and kept to himself.
Staring at that article, he followed the newspaper saga assiduously, in addition to the online articles and television coverage
of missing Alexa. She was three months old. The photo every news
article possessed of baby Alexa was a simple one, her with mashed
baby food all over her bleary mouth, her mother smiling like a virgin
queen. He almost called the police several times. Once, he had gotten
as far as the receptionist asking what was the emergency, and he succinctly hung up after ten seconds of reaching for words.
He found other stories of missing infants in the state, but
they were all eventually found, either dead or several years later in the
possession of some child molester, so there were no possible connections.
priest.
He asked his question and Father John rubbed his chin
thoughtfully.
“Demons do exist, yes,” he said. “But they mostly reside in
our hearts. They serve to discourage us by striking us with fear.”
He asked if it were possible that demons are physical, rather
than metaphysical.
“Well, demons can take many forms. They can certainly take
physical form. I have never encountered one in that way.”
He asked his last question.
“Fear,” started Father John, “is natural. It’s our instinct to fear
the unknown. But once we can realize that the Lord is with us always,
even when we are alone, we become pillars of courage. Unless you
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Before he thanked the pastor and left, Father John handed
him a rosary. “Take this. It may be cheap plastic shit, but it gets the
job done.”
One Week Later
He set up his camcorder during sunset; in the autumnal
twilight, he surveyed his expensive eBay purchases. They were fully
charged and ready to go, attached to some strong branches right
in Alexa’s family’s backyard with plastic clips. He placed the infant
simulator doll just a few feet away on the side of the road, which
was rarely traveled. Soon it would begin to emit a low cry due to its
neglect, hopefully continuing late into the night. He trotted away back
home, darting his eyes back and forth, occasionally glancing around
with his new pocketknife clutched tightly.
That night, he watched the camera footage on his television.
At about three in the morning and clutching his rosary, he observed the grainy blackness of dark forestry and watched it approach
the crying infant doll. He saw all of its details up close and began to
tremble while he watched it lumber closer and closer. It moved gracefully, more animal than human, and its limbs were almost totally skin
and bone. The hands were very sinewy and long with pointed yellow
hand. He noticed the suggestion of hanging breasts on its emaciated
feminine.
He watched, fascinated, and noticed the little pink blanket it
held in its spider-like hand, Alexa’s blanket, he presumed. The creature tilted its ugly, bald head with no nose and small mouth with bulgit up and began to cradle the doll gently. The simulator stopped
crying due to the sudden comfort, and the creature sat for another
while, simply admiring the doll and stroking its little forehead kindly.
It actually smiled, and its smile was strangely familiar. This was the
smile of a new mother cradling an infant--no, not just an infant. Her
infant. Her progeny, her child.
Eventually, it loped away into the darkness with its new prize,
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never having made a single sound in the process.
Two Days Later
County newspaper headline, front page: “Little Alexa Returns
to Family, Overjoyed.”
The article was auspicious in its detail--the infant had arrived
on the back porch of the family home, swaddled, oddly enough, in
dirty plastic bags that had been knitted like a blanket. She was covered in dirt and pine needles, but her diaper had been changed, and
there were no signs of trauma or injury. She didn’t seem hungry
or abused; if anything, her mother said, little Alexa seemed totally
content and rested. He found himself smiling at the picture of Alexa
and her crying mother, a red face grinning through tears while her
husband embraced them both.
He sat at home, turning the rosary over in his hand. With the
the police station.
But Francis had never been one to harm an animal. While
standing there in front of the police station, he looked down at
the CDs. Francis found himself considering feelings he had never
anticipated. He thought of the creature cradling that plastic doll.
He thought of the ensuing hysteria, the fear, how the world would
change. He thought of the gunshots that would resonate all through
the woods and the creature’s dead body lying on a sterile metal table
in some morgue while the entire nation entrenched itself in a void of
panic.
“Can I help you?” someone asked.
Francis turned around to see a police offer standing there.
“Uh,” Francis searched for an excuse. “Sorry, I thought I had
a problem. I don’t, though.”
problems, you can certainly tell me now.”
“Oh,” Francis shrugged, “no. I’m positive everything’s okay
now. It’s all...okay.” He waved awkwardly and walked away, tucking
###
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My Creative Space
Sebastian Gomez
Watercolor
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A Single Silver Flame

Marissa J. Ranalli

through the door
heat swallows whole
a sea of copper and gold
rips free
wild and sultry
follow the line
as sweat trickles and vanishes down her spine
she dances and sways
as the music plays
a mixture of honey and bark
the voice from the stage
coats the bark of the beat
dripping seduction and sweet
like a leaf upon a lake
crushed by desire
ready to burn at the stake
his eyes comb her frame
intent to claim
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Stranded

Patrick Okrasinski
Digital
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Elegy for Innocence

Shakeema Edwards

On that day in December, ten days before Christmas,
like a premature in an incubator. It was gorgeous,
as I watched two Canada geese waddle past my window,
reveling in that warm, winter weather we’d been having,
calling to each other. And when they were gone,
I turned on the BBC’s Marion Marshall. Her usually-euphonic British
accent
was discordant (like the plosives
in this sentence) as she described the deaths of those boys
and girls in Connecticut.
I listened like a glutton, drinking in her every syllable and sigh, until,
I turned off the radio,
but could not unlearn
that Adam Lanza’s rage had poured out like red
paint onto the tile from the wound in his head,
or disremember that Innocence was now dead.
I rummaged through my IKEA writing desk
because I had to write a eulogy for innocence.
No, I had to write a poem for death,
to death, about death,
but the words congealed in the chamber
and went back
to bed.
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The Outskirts
Patrick Okrasinski
Digital
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Downward Swingers

Kelly Benning

Kill the squealers quick before they breathe
death on us all, have mercy. Let them seethe,
and let the sleeping lambs lie
until their screeches wring the night dry.
I can hear their vision,
those three black wings. Their holy mission
whispering green cotton, green linen,
and I can forget every sin I’ve been in.
Because there are not enough picnics
and there are not enough beatniks
in the world watching this madcap toadstool cloud
elbow its way to paradise, beating the morning crowd.
And so man is made in the image of shock and awe.
Drop one, drop two, draw glowing sludge baths for all
and watch the dust reclaim its prodigal ashes of kings,
waiting for when the Fat Man sings.
But what do I do in that carved cocoon
calling back oaken spirits? Do I look into the eyes of doom
through those wrought iron honeycombs?
Rip out some soul seams ‘til there’s nothing but bones?
No. Let’s hide between these dead tales snatched
in snapshots of colored glass preserves, outmatched
and outcasted. Drink up, drink up, thus begins the culling of our
blind seer.
We’ll be safe here. We’ll be safe--
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Are You Not Entertained?
Moses Maiello
Digital
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Yes or No?

Collin J. Mastrian

I don’t want to feel like a product.
I’m not an amalgamation of lights or clockwork,
I don’t want to go a day pleading ignorance.
Excusing myself with “it’s none of my business,”
When it should be my business to know.
But somehow I feel it isn’t worth much.
If anything, it’s my crutch,
What I lean on day to day.
And though I am crippled of mind and of spirit.
Still I sit here, thinking,
Wishing things were different.
If anything I’m a product.
Conduct be damned,
Sitting down and thinking.
Yes or no?
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Under Pressure
Sarah Carney
Watercolor
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Waking Up

Erin Mathis

When I woke up,
I wrote a list
of all the things I am.
When I woke up,
I wrote a list
of all the things I’m not.
When I looked down,
at both lists,
one resting in each palm,
I saw that one said,
“Really tired,”
the other,
“Wide awake,”
but as for the order in which I wrote them,
I forgot.
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Billy’s Fire
Sean Fineran
Digital
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Mason Jar

Editor’s Choice
Erin Mathis

When you masturbate,
Does Grandma watch you from Heaven?
upon television screens,
each one playing out the mundane scenes
of lives lived by the ones she still holds dear?
Does she say, “Oh, dear.”
When you slide magazines out from under your mattress?
Or type questionable things into search engines?
Or does it just cut to a commercial for ChristianMingle.com?
What’s New York City like from Heaven?
And I’m not talking about what it looks
like lit up from outer space,
‘cause I can just googlemaps that shit.
What does it, sound like?
Does it sound more like ringing telephones or silent children?
Does it sound more like cars going to places
or cars coming from places
because I think they sound different
but I want to hear them from Heaven to be sure.
What does China smell like?
I feel like it’d be... rice
but I don’t want to make any judgement calls just yet,
I want to smell it from Heaven.
I hope it smells like rice.
When we die
do we get to know
these things?
Do we get to hold
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the earth in our hands,
and listen,
and smell,
and twirl clouds with our pinkies
like stirring tea,
and cry over deserts,
and kiss the sea?
I want to kiss the sea.
I want to rub the bellies of jumbo jets,
because I bet from heaven they’d look just like dolphins.
I want to shake the earth like a kid shakes a present on Christmas
morning,
but on second thought, it would hurt a lot of people
so I probably wouldn’t do that.
But I would love,
if I was up there,
or around here,
or wherever it is that you centralize the concept of Heaven
in your mind if you believe in one.
I would pour my love into a mason jar,
carefully lower the earth inside
and screw on the lid.
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Contributor’s Notes
Tiffany Case- For other uses, see Tiffany Case, a sophomore in the
Illustration program at Montclair State University (disambiguation).
Kathleen Gaffney is a Nutrition major with a minor in Art and
Design. Her favorite media are watercolor, vine charcoal, and sweet
potatoes. In the future, Kathleen hopes to hire doubles of herself so
she can do many things.
Sullisey G. Gutiérrez- Hi! I am Sullisey or Sully. I am current Sophomore at Montclair State University aspiring to be a World Language
teacher (Spanish). I am very passionate when it comes to her hobbies which are: writing poetry, photography, and reading. I ALWAYS
carry around my journal and camera just in case inspiration hits me
or the perfect timing comes around. My family and my work (literary
and photography) are my greatest gifts and blessings. I want to share
to the world the beauty of words and everyday life through photographs. Sometimes we just need a break from reality and take a trip
in our imagination...
Sebastian Gomez- I am currently Illustration/animation student at
born in Medellin Colombia. I am into sports Mainly basketball and
soccer because ever since I can remember I enjoyed the feeling of
ences as a kid were movies that captured my imagination like Jurassic
Park, Indiana Jones, Start Wars etc. I also always been fascinated by
animals and creatures of all types, real and imagined. From the simple house cat and lion to dragons and aliens, I am constantly exploring the possibility of depicting them in interesting ways and ultimatelike Jim Lee, Adam Hughes and J. Scott Campbell to Fantasy painters
like Donato Giancola, Dan Dos Santos, Frank Frazetta, Boris Vallejo
and much more. I love what I do and I hope you Enjoy my work.
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Sean “The Lightningbolt” Fineran is an Animation/Illustration major
at Montclair, and is pretty crazy about kid’s television. One day, he
hopes to work with incredible people and make some wonderful
show or movie for people to enjoy for all the times. As an ambitious
side project, him and his buddies make cool dumb videos on YouTube for the channel, “Good Entertainment”.
Annalyce D’Agostino is a sophomore at Montclair State University
studying family and children, communication, and American Sign
Language. She is a self-proclaimed academia enthusiast and othersproclaimed weather channel fanatic, fascinated with the world around
her. In Annalyce’s spare time, she enjoys sitting on her back porch
steps with her camera as she attempts to capture the perfect arrangement of pixels.
Marissa Ranalli was born into a family of artists and creativity,
however while Marissa has the creativity she lacks the required skills.
Looking for ways to express her love of creativity, she turned to
photography and creative writing, both an outlet for the frustrated
artist within. While she prefers the storytelling of prose, she found
she loves the simple complexity of poetry and while still a novice to
photography, she likes to experiment with color and angle. When
her head in a book. Marissa is set to graduate from MSU this January with a degree in English and two minors in creative writing and
Tiffany Case- (tiffani irritabilis) is a species of tiny North American
area. They are known for their relentless screeching at dawn and wariness of human folk, but once presented with a snack, such as Little
Debbie Cosmic Brownies, or perhaps a kind pat on the head, Tiffany
into the night.
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Charlie Engelke- Like most samurai, I spend a large amount of my
time writing. I hope to one day work for a publishing house and, as
per the usual pipe dream, write a novel of my own. Or conquer Asia
Shakeema Edwards is an English major with minors in Creative
Writing and Journalism. It’s no surprise then that her hobbies include
reading (comic books), writing (about crime), and emulating legendary reporters like Lois Lane and Iris West. She hopes to graduate in
the not too distant future and become a journalist by day and a poet
by night.
pickin’ girl.
Collin J. Mastrian- Born to a wealthy oil magnate gone broke, Collin
J. Mastrian is a virtual success story in the world of obscure sports.
Five time consecutive winner of the Pennsylvania Cheese Rolling ExFish Training Competition, this man’s potential is nearly limitless! He
the only recorded individual with a death stare powerful enough to
kill plants. According to legend, if you kiss him three times on each
cheek and sing a favorite tune of his he will grant you a single wish.
Kelly Benning- Freshly escaped, Kelly Benning spends most of her
time eating Fig Newtons, writing prose and poetry, gently persuading spiders to leave her apartment, and convincing others that she is
screeching about Middle Earth at the top of her lungs, Kelly plans on
writing a novel or two, (or twenty,) and defeating a certain feudal lord
when the time is right.
worlds. He self-published a collection of short stories called The
Nameless Dark, which no one bought. But he’s totally not bitter
about it.
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Moses has been creating art for thousands of years. Starting with
sculpture and performance art, he has since moved on to digital
painting. One day he hopes to do to peoples eyes what dubstep does
to peoples ears, but above all else thinks Steve Buscemi is a very attractive man. He is currently working hard as an animation/illustration major and silently befriending thousands of house pets.
Kristy Lim is a freshman studying English and Secondary Education.
Besides MSU, she also attends Hogwarts, which was made possible by
the Time-Turner McGonagall gave her (but shh, you’re not supposed
to know that). Kristy hopes to one day become a teacher and successful young adult author. She would also like plenty of cats.
Glenn Dungan is always on the run. If you need to contact him, you
pillows. Glenn was once brought to a restaurant for his birthday and
was given a plate of calamari. He had to eat it to appease the Humans
that brought him there…but on the inside it made him sad. He likes
his hair much more than any person should.
Patrick Okrasinski is a freshman in the illustration department and
wanted to follow the tradition of writing a one sentence bio but was
too lazy to do it himself, thus resulting in this nonsense.
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Notes

